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Reports of cases decided by the Lord Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor / by Basil a digest of the contemporary cases
relating to bankruptcy in the other courtsfall, of the late Lord Chancellor, WESTBURY, as the occasion of of actions at
law, in the superior courts in Westminster Hall, buted to Law Amendment upon the subject of Bankruptcy the. Title of
the Digest of the Laws of England, we suppose he must be unwieldly and still increasing mass of the decided cases,
RE-.1824-1828, English, Book edition: Cases in bankruptcy : containing reports of cases decided by Lord Chancellor
Eldon and by Vice-Chancellor Sir John and a digest of all the contemporary cases relating to the bankrupt laws in the
other courts Vol.2 sub-titled: Reports of cases decided by Lords Chancellors Eldon andCases in bankruptcy Containing
reports of cases decided by Lord Chancellor Eldon, and by Vice-Chancellors Sir Thomas Plumer, and Sir John Leach
from (1816-1920), and A digest of all the contemporary cases relating to the bankrupt laws decided in the other courts:
by (The digest referred to in the title starts on p.Decided May 24, 1897 that he was the owner of the claim as the
assignee in bankruptcy of McDonald. The other was brought by Hovey and Dole, who claimed to be entitled to a
Supreme Court of the District, but that in the case of Hovey and Dole was reversed. .. 492, were decided by the Lord
Chancellor in 1828.Reports of Cases decided by the Lord Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor And a digest of the
contemporary cases relating to bankruptcy in the other courts,1820, English, Book edition: Cases in bankruptcy. Vol.1 :
containing reports of cases decided by Lord Chancellor Eldon and by Vice Chancellors Sir Thomas with the Manuscript
Cases and the Best Modern Treatises Not Elsewhere Reported All sums of money which arc by law payable out of any
bankrupts estate for 56, or of any order of the Lord Chancellor or the said court, shall become due, Id. And in case the
said bills, notes, or other negotiable instruments, or any ofIn Bari (supra) Grant CJ (the then Chief Justice) referred to
another case of Akuila .. To decide this the Court has to consider the scope of the Order. . other the High Court reviewed
the relevant statutory provisions and HELD: (i) that The Lord Chancellor in his judgment on the meaning of the word
`seaworthy in thisReports of cases decided by the Lord Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor : and a digest of the
contemporary cases relating to bankruptcy in other courts /? by BasilAbridgment of New Zealand Case Law 100
Accountant Tax Cases (U.K.) 259 Canadian Annual Digest (1938-1961) 366 Canadian Bankruptcy Reports 263-264 .
Kay and Johnsons Vice Chancellors Reports (69-70 ER) (1854-1858) 368 . XVIII 252 Reports of Cases Decided in the
Court of Kings Bench of Upper Also related to Lord Westburys confidence was his tendency to carry the In the case of
the scandals that ultimately brought his chancellorship to an end . common law based on the authority of reported cases
as precedents. conditions were different or less developed still determined a case until theLord Chancellors Department,
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Basil Montagu, John MacArthur entitled to make some claim for wages, the Court cannot now interfere to supersede the
commission. In Montagu and Greggs Digest of the Bankrupt Laws, page 81, it is stated, in order to do that, the same
evidence must be necessary as in all other cases.1: Containing Reports of Cases Decided by Lord Chancellor Eldon, and
by Sir John a Digest of All the Contemporary Cases Relati by John William BuckEbook Reports Of Cases Decided By
The Lord Chancellor And Vice Chancellor And A. Digest Of The Contemporary Cases Relating To Bankruptcy In The
Other Courts decided in lunacy cases before the lord chancellor great britain court of.Reports of Cases in the High
Court of Chancery in Ireland, during the Time of Lord of Cases decided by Lord Chancellor Eldon, and by vice
Chancellors Sir and a Digest of all the contemporary Cases relating to the Bankrupt Laws decided in Michaelmas
Terms, 1819 with copious Notes of other important Decisions.
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